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with the release of petrel 2020.1, we are delivering a step change to address a common challenge and enable project forward compatibility. from petrel 2021 onward,
any petrel platform project can be opened with a previous version of the platform, back to petrel 2020. this will improve your operational efficiency by enabling you to

adopt and take advantage of the latest technology developments faster. flexible seismic processing and data management are an important part of the exploration and
reservoir simulation process. petrel is a powerful software that enables you to efficiently and easily manage your data in and out of the petrel environment. it gives you
the ability to perform complex processing with greater flexibility. you can manage, analyze, and visualize data in your petrel environment without having to leave it. in

petrel 2020.1, we deliver a great deal of improvement to the modeling of porous media properties and to the processing of reservoir simulation data. with petrel 2020.1,
you can model more different porous media types, evaluate their permeability distribution, and use them to simulate your reservoir model. you can easily generate

anisotropic permeability by using the new anisotropic permeability model (apm) or study your reservoir model in more detail with the new multi-phase self-consistent
porous media (mpscm) model. tiered technology in petrel allows you to incorporate different types of technology within the same petrel project. from petrel 2021 onward,

tiered technology is the recommended solution for deploying reservoir simulation technology.
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petrel 2021.1 is the
leading source modeler
and oversees software

for exploration and
geological analysis. it
allows you to work on
and manage a wide

range of underground
test projects, including
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oil and gas. with this
update, you can also
produce reports and

look at your
underground test

project. furthermore,
petrel 2021.1 lets you

transfer and unite
objects and facilitates
the connection of data
from other information
systems. petrel 2021.1

is a coordinated
software for considering

and handling every
single underground

model, including
seismic information
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translation and
repository recreation.
this software gives a

integrated procedure to
creating and reviewing
the static model and
elements of the well,

after which dispensing
with all correspondence
issues between various

software for the
different improvement

of these models and the
inconsistency of data
information at each

stage and/or they lack
their capacity to trade
information that occurs
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when using various
software. it captures
the information you

gives, forms it as needs
be and produces

itemized outcomes.
also, it makes certain
that there are no data

jumbles and info
misfortune. coordinate
new data, update the
models, and perform

various other activities
to bring down the

dangers when on the
field. also, you can
import and perform

components and create
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various reports to get
the best yield. all things
considered, petrel is a

finished answer for
picture and oversee

subsurface difficulties
alongside store
recreation. we
commitment to

technology and quality
is one of schlumberger

strategies. petrel
2021.1 delivers the

latest updates in field
workflows, functioning,
and productivity. it also
leverages the power of
the delfi cognitive e&p
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environments data
ecosystem to bring the

latest advances in
cognitive technology to

your favorite e&p
platformwhether youre

working in the delfi
environment or on-

premise. 5ec8ef588b
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